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ABSTRACT

All real-time computer games, particularly networked computer

games, have a delay fromwhen a player starts an action (e.g., click-

ing the mouse) until the game renders the result (e.g., firing a pro-

jectile). This delay can degrade bothplayer performance (e.g., lower

game score) and quality of experience (e.g., less fun). While previ-

ous work has studied the effects of delay on commercial games and

individual game actions, a more detailed understanding is needed

of the effects of delay on moving target selection with realistic tar-

get motion. This paper presents an in-depth study of the effects of

delay on the fundamental game action of selecting a moving tar-

get with a mouse with parameters for the target motion – turn fre-

quency and turn angle. We design and implement a custom game

where players select moving targets using amouse, while the game

controls both the target motion and input delay. Analysis of data

gathered in a 56-person user study shows both user time and ac-

curacy in selecting the moving target degrade with delay. Target

turn frequency and turn angle can make a target easier to select

(i.e., selection accuracy increases), but take longer to do so (i.e., se-

lection time increases), because turning slows targets down while

making them less predictable.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The computer games market is expected to be worth over 90 bil-

lion U.S. dollars by 2020, up from nearly 79 billion in 2017 (Price-

waterhouse Coopers, BestTheNews, 2016). There are more than 2.5

billion computer gamers all over the world (The European Mobile
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Game Market, 2016) who are increasingly playing games online.

Online games alone are projected to be worth about 30 billion U.S.

dollars (Capcom, International Development Group, 2017) and on-

line PC games are expected to take 47% of the global PC and con-

sole gaming revenues in 2019 (DigiWorld, 2016).

These online games must deal with delay since player game in-

put travels from the player’s local computer and game world to

game servers and other players, encountering processing and net-

work delays on end-host computers and intermediate network de-

vices. For traditional online games, network delays can manifest

in inconsistent state between the clients and servers. For cloud-

based games, network delays add at least a round-trip time from

the client to the server in response to the player action [7]. Even

non-networked games face local delays from the player action (e.g.,

moving the mouse) to rendering the effects in-game (e.g., cursor

changing position) of up to 100 milliseconds [31]. Real-time games

require players to make many time-sensitive actions that degrade

when delayed and even delays as small as milliseconds can hamper

the interplay between players’ actions and intended results. For ex-

ample, delay when aiming a virtual weapon in a shooting game can

make it difficult for a player to hit a moving target, decreasing the

player’s score and degrading the quality of experience.

There are established methods to compensate for network de-

lays in traditional online games [4, 17], such as system-level treat-

ments (e.g., real-time packet priorities), delay compensation algo-

rithms (e.g., dead reckoning, sticky targets, aim dragging) and even

game designs that canmitigate perceived delay (e.g., deferred avatar

response, geometric scaling). However, most of these techniques

are not effective for local delays nor can all of them be used for

cloud-based games. A detailed understanding of how delay affects

player actions in games is needed in order to: 1) provide a better

understanding for game developers to design levels and choose tar-

get motion parameters to account for delay, 2) develop and deploy

techniques suitable for mitigating delay in local systems and cloud-

based games, and 3) construct models of the effects of delay on

player actions useful for game designers.

Previous work has studied the effects of delay on commercial

games, often clustering work based on genre – e.g., First Person

Shooter [2, 3, 17, 29], Massively Multiplayer Online [6, 13], Real-

time Strategy [8], and Sports [25, 26]. While helpful for provid-

ing insights into the effects of delay for traditional network games,

such studies generally cannot tease out specifics on how delay af-

fects individual game actions, particularly since game clients can

sometimes act on user input immediately, resulting in inconsistent

game state between client and server instead of having the input

feel laggy. Moreover, commercial games often deploy latency com-

pensation techniques which further obfuscate the true effects of

delay on user actions.

https://doi.org/10.1145/3304109.3306232
https://doi.org/10.1145/3304109.3306232
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Other related work has looked at the effects of local delay on

user input in games, including models of user performance [22, 27,

30]. Some work on moving target selection has suggested an ex-

ponential model of performance with delay and target speed [11],

but has done so only for targets with constant velocity. In many

games, targets move with complicated motion parameters, using

force-based physics for acceleration and velocity and abrupt tar-

get directional changes. For example, vehicles in most first-person

shooter games, such as Halo (Microsoft Studios, 2001-2010) or Bat-

tlefield (Electronic Arts, 2002-2016), and players in sports games

such as Madden NFL (EA Sports, 1988-2018) or Strikers Charged

(Nintendo, 2016), use force-based physics for movement.

We design and implement a game that isolates the fundamen-

tal action of selecting a realistically moving target with a mouse,

controlling: a) the delay between the user input and the rendered

action, and b) the target motion parameters – specifically, turn fre-

quency and turn angle. The game records the elapsed time when

the user first clicks on the target and distance from the mouse cur-

sor when clicked and the target, and also gathers quality of expe-

rience (QoE) ratings on the perception of delay by the user. We

deploy our custom game in a user study with 56 participants, us-

ing delays of 50 to 300 milliseconds, and target turn intervals of 0

to 150 milliseconds and turn angles from 0 to 360 degrees.

Analysis of the results shows user accuracy (measured by the

distance from the cursor to a target when the mouse is clicked) and

user selection time (measured by the elapsed time to select the tar-

get) degrade linearly over the range of delays tested – this is in con-

trast to earlier work [11] that showed an exponential relationship,

albeit over a wider range of delays. The user is least accurate when

the target turns with a mid-range (90 degree) angle, since sharper

turns tend to slow the target when using realistic movements. In

contrast, higher turn frequency actually makes targets easier to

hit since more frequent turning decreases average target speed

as targets may turn back towards the user selector (mouse), but

users take longer to selectwith higher turn frequencies since target

movements are less unpredictable. User opinions on the quality of

experience (perception of delay) show a pronounced degradation

even over the modest delay range tested.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes

work on user input modeling, network games, and game actions re-

lated to our work; Section 3 describes our methodology, including

developing our game and conducting a user study; Section 4 an-

alyzes the results from the user study; and Section 5 summarizes

our conclusions and presents possible future work.

2 RELATED WORK

This section presents related research in user input for target selec-

tion and delay: models of user input (Section 2.1), impact of delay

on network games (Section 2.2) and impact of delay on individual

game actions (Section 2.4).

2.1 Models of User Input

Paul Fitts pioneered early seminal work in the area of human-com-

puter interaction and ergonomics in the form of creating Fitts’ Law

[12]. Fitts’ Law describes the time to select a stationary target based

on the target distance and target width. Fitts’ Law has been shown

to be applicable to a variety of conditions (e.g., underwater [21])

and input devices (e.g., eye tracking [35]), and has been extended

to two dimensions [23], suitable for, say, target selection with a

computer mouse [34], but by itself accounts for neither moving

targets nor delay.

Jagacinski et al. [18], Hajri et al. [14], and Hoffmann [15] ex-

tended Fitts’ Law to moving targets, enhancing the model with a

target speed. However, model fit and validationwas donewith very

few users.

Hoffman [16] and MacKenzie and Ware [24] revised Fitts’ Law

to consider delay, with experiments showing users have two types

of responses in the presence of delay: 1) move-and-wait where a

user provides input, then stops and waits for it to occur, repeating

as necessary (less than 700milliseconds of delay); and 2) continuous

where a user provides continuous input in the presence of delay,

adjusting as necessary without stopping (more than 700 millisec-

onds of delay). Jota et al. [20] studied the impact of delay on target

selection and dragging with touch devices.

In general, the prior work in user inputmodels does not account

for delay and target objects that move with realistic motion, nor

have prior input models been validated with a lot of users and a

wide range of conditions.

2.2 Network Games

There have been numerous studies exploring the effects of delay

on traditional network games.

Quax et al. [29] studied the effect of delay on a first person

shooter (FPS) game, Unreal Tournament 2003 (Epic Games, 2002).

Subjective and objective measurements showed that users are in-

fluenced by even small amounts of delay.

Fritcsh et al. [13] examined delay and player performance in a

massively multiplayer online role-playing game (MMORPG), Ev-

erquest II (Sony, 2004). User studies with controlled amounts of de-

lay showed EverQuest’s in-game strategies for coping with delay

provided smooth gameplay even at delays as high as 1250 millisec-

onds.

Amin et al. [2] studied the effects of delay on player experience

for another FPS game, Call of Duty Modern Warfare 2 (Activision,

2009), focusing on network congestion. Their results suggested

that delay jitter as low as 100 milliseconds can lower Mean Opin-

ion Score (MOS) below 3 (a typical acceptability threshold), with

some correlation with player skill.

Chen et al. [6] analyzed network traces from another MMORPG,

ShenzhouOnline (UserJoy Technology, 2004), inferring network con-

gestion levels that lead to players quitting the game. They con-

firmed a pronounced correlation between game session times and

minimum delay the players experience.

Broadly, all these approaches treat an existing game as a “black

box” in that individual game actions are not studied in isolation.

While useful for a general understanding of the effects of delay on

network games, game design and game engines may obfuscate im-

portant system details, making it unclear how the findings relate

to specific player actions. Moreover, network delay in traditional

online games often manifests itself in an inconsistent state on the
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client and the server since the client can act on player input imme-

diately instead of having the player’s input wait for a round-trip

time to the server.

2.3 Cloud-based Games

There is also research, albeit less, on the effects of delay in cloud-

based games. Unlike in traditional network games where a client

can potentially act on user input immediately, in cloud-based games

all user input is delayed by at least a round-trip time to the server.

Chen et al. [7] discussed the effects of network delay, packet

loss, and bitrate on frame rates and graphics quality for the cloud

game systems OnLive1 and StreamMyGame.2 The authors did not

explicitly measure player performance with delay.

Jarschel et al. [19] conducted a user study in an emulated cloud

gaming system, measuring the quality of experience for games

users selected to play. Sackl et al. [32] analyzed the relationships

between delay and player experience for cloud gaming, showing

even small delays had have a visible impact on experience, depend-

ing upon the nature of the game.

These cloud-based research works are more closely related to

our work than traditional network game research since the delays

studied – player input to rendered output – closely match the man-

ifestation of delays in our work. However, these papers did not

analyze individual game actions with delay.

2.4 Game Actions

An alternative approach to using a full game in a user study is to ex-

plore the effects of delay on individual (aka atomic) game actions.

Claypool and Claypool [10] presented a general framework de-

scribing delay and game actions that includes precision – the accu-

racy required to complete the action successfully, and deadline –

the time required to achieve the final outcome of the action. While

helpful for explaining the effects of delay on games, the precision-

deadline framework did not quantify the many possible parame-

ters that make up game actions (e.g., dodge frequency).

Raeen and Eg [30] conducted experiments with a simple but-

ton + dial interface, letting users adjust delay based on their per-

ceptions. They found users were capable of perceiving even low

amounts of delay (around 66 milliseconds).

Long and Gutwin [22] studied the effects of delay on an “atom”

of interaction in a simple game – moving an object to intercept

a target. They found target speed directly affected the impact of

delay, with fast targets affected by delays as low as 50 milliseconds

while slower targets made the action resilient to delays as high as

150 milliseconds.

Claypool et al. [11] investigated selecting amoving target with a

mouse in the presence of delay, similar to our paper. Their analysis

showed target selection time is impacted exponentially by delay

and target speed for constant-velocity targets.

Pavloyvych and Stuerzlinger [28] and Pavloyvych andGutwin [27]

studied target selection and following for objects moving with Lis-

sajous curves (smooth curves, but with varying sharp turns within

the curve). They found tracking errors increased quickly for delays

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OnLive
2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/StreamMyGame

Figure 1: Juke! Users move the cursor (blue cross) with a

mouse and click on a moving target (red circle). The game

adds delay to the user input (both mouse movement and

mouse clicking) and controls the target jink frequency and

jink angle using force-based movement.

over 110 milliseconds but the effects of target velocity on errors

was close to linear.

In general, while these approaches have helped understand de-

lay and fundamental game actions, they used only basic parame-

ters for target movements (e.g., targets with constant velocity). In

many games, target objects have complicatedmovement paths that

depend upon how often and how sharply they turn, governed by

forces applied in the intended direction.

3 METHODOLOGY

To model moving target selection parameters on game input with

delay, we: 1) develop a simple game (called Juke!) that enables study

of user input with controlled delay and target motion using real-

istic motion parameters (Section 3.1); 2) conduct a user study to

evaluate the impact of target motion parameters with delay (Sec-

tion 3.2), and 3) analyze the core results of the user study (Sec-

tion 4).

3.1 Juke!

In order to avoid the monotony that often occurs during behav-

ioral experiments, we designed the target selection task as a sim-

ple game. Our custom game is called Juke!, depicted in Figure 1.

Juke! allows study of a single user action, target selection, with con-

trolled amounts of delay and controlled motion parameters for the

target. Unlike previous studies (see Section 2.4), Juke! uses compli-

cated target motion common to many games, where target move-

ment is governed by force-based physics (e.g., acceleration) and

targets turn (jink) sharply. In Juke!, the user proceeds through a

series of short rounds, where in each round the player moves the

mouse cursor (a blue ‘+’) and attempts to select the target (a red

ball) as quickly and accurately as possible. The progress to game

completion through the rounds is displayed in the top left corner.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/OnLive
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/StreamMyGame
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Figure 2: The Juke! instructions shown to the user.

Term Definition

force-based physics constant acceleration in target’s direction

jink/turn change in target direction

jink interval time between turns

jink angle maximum angle range for turn

Table 1: Definition of terms.

The user’s score is displayed in the top right corner, where score is

a running total of the distance of the cursor from the target when

clicked (lower is better).

Upon starting the game, users are instructed to select the target

as quickly and as accurately as possible via the dialog box shown

in Figure 2.

The action chosen – selection of a 2D, moving target with a

mouse – is common to many PC game genres. Some examples in-

clude: 1) top-down shooters (e.g., Figure 3 – Nuclear Throne, Vlam-

beer, 2015) where the player aims a projectile at opponents bymov-

ing the mouse to the intended target; 2) first person shooters (FPS)

(e.g., Figure 4 –Call of Duty, Activision, 2003)where players use the

mouse to pan the game world to align a reticle over a moving oppo-

nent and shoot; and 3) multiplayer online battle arenas (MOBAs)

(e.g., Figure 5 – League of Legends, Riot Games, 2009) where play-

ers move a skill shot indicator with a mouse to target a moving

opponent with a spell.

Figure 3: Nuclear Throne (Vlambeer, 2015), the shotgun reti-

cle is moved with a mouse, selecting moving targets.

Juke! is written in Python using tkinter, and runs in full screen

mode at 1080p resolution (1920x1080 pixels) and 30 f/s. For clarity,

Table 1 provides the definition of terms used in describing Juke!

behavior.

The user begins each round by clicking a small green circle in

the middle of the screen. This situates the user’s mouse cursor at

Figure 4: Call of Duty (Activision, 2003), the world is panned

with a mouse, selecting moving opponents with the sniper

reticle.

Figure 5: League of Legends (Riot, 2009), the skill shot’s direc-

tion is moved with a mouse, selecting moving targets.

the same starting location each round. Upon clicking, the green

circle disappears and a red target appears at a random location a

short distance from the center of the screen.

The target moves with force-based physics [5], applying an ac-

celeration in the target’s intended direction, with a limit on the

maximum speed. The intended direction is adjusted based on how

often the target jinks and how sharply the target changes direction

when jinking. The algorithm is depicted in Figure 1. The direction

of the target is initially randomly chosen. After that, each game

loop (30 Hz), the direction changes every jink interval, adjusting

the direction in an amount randomly chosen in the jink angle range

(effectively, the target can turn at most 1
2 the angle range to the left

or 1
2 the angle range to the right). A force of 5 pixels/s2 is applied in

the target’s direction, added to the velocity. The magnitude of the

velocity (maximum speed) is limited to 50 pixels/s. The velocity is

added to the target’s location.

The jink interval and jink angle parameters are shown in Ta-

ble 2a and Table 2b, respectively. The jink interval is the time be-

tween turns. The jink angle is themaximumangle range over which

the target can turn where each turn angle is chosen randomly over

this range. The actual turn angle chosen can affect the speed, since

turning back in the opposite direction has a braking (decelerating)

effect. Effectively, these parameters provide for a range of target

movements that might be experienced in shooting/combat games

– e.g., fast, predictable targets (jink angle 0, jink interval 0), some-

what fast, unpredictable targets (jink angle 90, jink interval 75),

slow, unpredictable targets (jink angle 360, jink interval 30).
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Listing 1: Force-based Target Motion✞ ☎
0 / / C o n s t a n t s.
1 max _speed = 50 / / p i x e l s / s
2 force = 5 / / p i x e l s / s ^2
3

4 / / I n i t i a l v a l u e s .
5 direction = random (360) / / d e g r e e s
6 velocity .x, velocity .y = 0, 0

7

8 / / R ep ea t a t 30 Hz u n t i l mouse c l i c k e d .
9 each game loop

10

11 / / I f l o ng enough , random tu r n ba s ed on ang l e range .
12 if elapsed > jink_interval then

13 turn = random (1) × jink_angle / / p i c k i n range

14 turn = turn - 1
2 jink_angle / / l e f t o r r i g h t

15 direction += turn

16 end if

17

18 / / Updat e v e l o c i t y b a s ed on f o r c e i n d i r e c t i o n .

19 force.x = cos(direction π
180 ) × f orce

20 force.y = sin(direction π
180 ) × f orce

21 velocity .x += force.x

22 velocity .y += force.y

23

24 / / L im i t s p e ed t o maximum.

25 speed =
√

velocity .x 2
+ velocity .y2

26 if speed > max_speed then

27 velocity .x *=
max_speed

speed

28 velocity .y *=
max_speed

speed

29 end if

30

31 / / Updat e p o s i t i o n ba s ed on v e l o c i t y .
32 location .x += velocity .x

33 location .y += velocity .y

34

35 ...

36 end game loop
✝ ✆

Milliseconds:

30, 75, 150

(a) Jink Intervals.

Degrees:

0, 90, 360

(b) Jink Angles.

Milliseconds:

0, 62.5, 125, 250

(c) Added Delays.

Table 2: User study parameters.

Figure 6: Quality of experience prompt given to user.

The game adds a controlled amount of delay selected from the

set in Table 2c. The delay is added to all user input (mouse move-

ment and clicks) for the duration of the round. Each jink interval,

angle & delay combination appears 5 times, but the entire set of

combinations is shuffled into a different random order for each

user.

Exactly once for each combination of jink interval, angle & de-

lay, the user is asked to rate the quality of experience (QoE) based

on the perceived amount of lag experienced during the previous

round, shown in Figure 6. The game pauses until the user selects a

choice, 1 (low) to 5 (high).

Figure 7: Lab for user study [9].

For practice, the first 3 rounds have no added delay and slow

(half acceleration) targets, with a jink interval of 150 ms and a

jink angle of 90 degrees. After the practice rounds, the user plays

through the 36 jink rounds (4 delays x 3 intervals x 3 angles), 4 no

turn rounds (4 delays), and 1 stationary target (4 delays), 5 times

each, for a total of 3 + (36 + 4 + 4) × 5 = 223 rounds, all shuffled

randomly. Between rounds, the user is free to pause as long as nec-

essary to rest/regain concentration. Playing through the entire set

of rounds typically takes less than 15 minutes.

3.2 User Study

Our user study was conducted in windowless but brightly lit com-

puter lab (layout shown in Figure 7, as used in previous user stud-

ies [9]). The lab computers had Intel i7-4790 4 GHz processors, 16

GB of RAM, and NVidia GeForce GTX 960 graphics cards and ran

Microsoft Windows 10. The PC monitors were Dell U2412M 24"

LCDs displaying 1920x1200 pixels @ 59p Hz.

Study participants were solicited via University email and a sys-

tem whereby Psychology students participate in user studies to

obtain class and major credit.3 Additional incentives were a raffle

for a $25 gift card and for the user with the lowest total score. Par-

ticipants from an author’s class also received 1 extra point on an

exam.

Upon arrival in the lab, users were read a script about the study

and asked to sign an IRB consent form. Then users were encour-

aged to adjust the computer chair height and monitor angle/tilt

so as to be comfortably looking at the center of the screen. Users

were told to they could use the mouse with whichever hand was

preferred.

Next, users completed a demographics and gaming experience

survey coded using Qualtrics.4 Lastly, the game and incentives

were described and the game launched.

Users immediately started playing. However, the first three rounds

had no added delay and slow targets for practice and the results

were not recorded. Users then played through all 5x shuffled com-

binations of jink interval, angle & delay, (Table 2a, Table 2b, and

Table 2c), with one QoE question (Figure 6) for each jink interval-

angle-delay combination.

3http://wpi.sona-systems.com/
4https://www.qualtrics.com/

http://wpi.sona-systems.com/
https://www.qualtrics.com/
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3.3 Local System (Base) Delay

Note, the delays in Table 2c added by Juke! are in addition to any

delays inherent in the base computer system. Since such base de-

lays have been shown to be significant [17, 31], we measured the

base delay in Juke! on our lab computers using a Blur-busters type

technique.5

An LED on a bread board was connected via wire to a mouse so

that the LED lit when the mouse button was clicked. A high frame

rate camera (Casio EX-ZR100) filmed the player at 1000 f/s, captur-

ing the moment the QoE prompt was selected using the mouse. By

manually examining the individual video frames, the frame num-

ber when the light appeared when the mouse was clicked was sub-

tracted from the frame number when the QoE prompt showed the

input, giving the base delay (in milliseconds).

Figure 8: Measuring base delay.

Figure 8 depicts the measurement method. The cursor is poised

over the QoE prompt in frame 3320. In frame 3321, the LED on the

breadboard is lit since the mouse has been clicked. The resulting

output (the QoE prompt disappearing) is not seen until frame 3371.

Since there is one video frame each millisecond, subtracting 3371

from 3321 gives a base delay of 50 milliseconds.

The measurement method was repeated 5 times, resulting in

base delay values of 50, 49, 52, 53 and 48 milliseconds. Hence, 50

milliseconds is added to all delay analysis.

4 ANALYSIS

This sectionfirst summarizes participant demographics (Section 4.1),

then presents the core results – the user performance in the pres-

ence of delay (Section 4.2). Further analysis investigates target se-

lection time by player skill (Section 4.3) and compares the results

with other studies of game actions (Section 4.4) and traditional net-

work games (Section 4.5). The section ends with brief analysis of

the user Quality of Experience (QoE) (Section 4.6).

4.1 Demographics

The study had fifty-six participants, aged 17-26 years (mean and

median 20). Sixteen users were female and 40 male. Fifty-two were

right-handed, 3 left-handed and 1 ambidextrous. User self-rating

5http://www.blurbusters.com/gsync/preview2/

as a PC gamer (scale 1-low to 5-high) had a mean of 3.5, with a

slight skew towards having “high ability”. Half of the users played

6 or more hours of computer games per week. Most users majored

in Robotics Engineering, Computer or Game Development.

4.2 User Performance

There are two primary metrics for user performance: a) selection

time – the elapsed time from the start of the round until the mouse

button is clicked; and b) accuracy – the distance from the mouse

cursor to the target when the mouse button is clicked.

Figure 9 shows graphs of cumulative distribution functions for

selection time and accuracy. For the top graph (selection time), the

x-axis is the elapsed timewhen themouse button is clicked, and for

the bottom graph (accuracy), the x-axis is the distance (in pixels)

from the mouse to the target when the mouse button is clicked.

For both graphs, the y-axis is the cumulative distribution. For both

graphs, there is a clear separation of the trendlines with delay, with

the distributions for the lower delays towards the left (lower) and

the distributions for the higher delays towards the right (higher).

All CDFs have a heavy tail, with the top 5% of the distribution

significantly higher than the body. The minimum elapsed times

are around a half-second, but can be as high as around 4 seconds.
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Figure 9: Cumulative distribution functions for user selec-

tion time (top) and user accuracy (bottom), clustered by de-

lay (milliseconds).

Figure 10 depicts graphs of selection time and accuracy versus

delay. For the top graph (selection time), the y-axis is the elapsed

http://www.blurbusters.com/gsync/preview2/
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time when the mouse button is clicked, and for the bottom graph

(accuracy), the y-axis is the distance (in pixels) from the mouse

to the target when the mouse button is clicked. For both graphs,

the x-axis is the total input delay (added delay + base delay). Each

point is the mean time for all users for that delay, shown with a

95% confidence interval. Overall, there is a linear increase in both

selection time and accuracy with delay over the range of delays

tested. This is in contrast to previous work [11] that showed an

exponential relationship with delay, albeit the ranges of delays in

the previous study were larger (maximum 450 milliseconds versus

300 milliseconds).
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Figure 10: User selection time (top) and user accuracy (bot-

tom) versus delay.

Figure 11 graphs the same data as in Figure 10, but with data

grouped by the target jink angle (the angle range used when a tar-

get turns). Both graphs have three trendlines, one for each target

jink angle. Each point is the mean distance for all users for that

delay & angle combination, shown with a 95% confidence inter-

val. Generally, there is a clear separation of the trendlines for both

graphs, indicating target jink angle affects user selection time and

accuracy. For selection time, the angle 360 targets are the hardest

to select, indicated by the longest times, the angle 90 targets the

easiest and the no jink targets in between, but closer to the angle

90 targets. Delay impacts the elapsed time about the same for all

jink angles. In contrast, for accuracy, the angle 90 targets are the

hardest to select, indicated by the largest distances, the angle 360

targets the easiest and the no jink targets in between. Delay im-

pacts the distance for all jink angles, but is most pronounced for

the angle 90 targets and the trend lines diverge as delay increases.
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Figure 11: User selection time (top) and user accuracy (bot-

tom) versus delay, data grouped by target jink angle.

The effects of the target jink angle are illustrated in Figure 12,

which depicts the target paths for three sample targets, one for

each angle tested. The point density (1 point per 30 milliseconds)

on all paths indicates the relative target speeds, with points spaced

further apart indicating higher target speed. When the jink an-

gle range is large (e.g., angle range 360 degrees) the target fre-

quently reverses direction, causing the applied force to brake the

target speed,making it easier to hit. However, the large angle range

makes the target path unpredictable, causing the user to take longer

to track target location and click the button. On the other hand,

when the target does not turn (e.g., angle range 0 degrees), while

the target moves more quickly, tracking the target location is rela-

tively easy since it moves in a straight line. When the target makes

more gradual turns (e.g., angle range 90 degrees), a turn does not

drastically slow the target, but it does make it harder to predict the

location for tracking and selection.

We surmise there is one jink angle where users are most inaccu-

rate when selecting and another where users are slowest to select

the target. Figure 13 shows analysis that supports this idea. The

y-axes for both graphs are as for Figure 10, but here the x-axis is

the jink angle range. Data points are still means with 95% confi-

dence intervals. For selection time, the largest angle range takes
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Figure 12: Example paths traveled by 3 targets – no jinks,

jink angle 90, jink angle 360.

the longest to select, while the angle 0 and angle 90 angle ranges

take less time to select. For accuracy, the largest angle range is ac-

tually the easiest to hit (the distance is the lowest), while the 90 de-

gree angle range is the hardest to hit of the 3 angles tested. Future

tests with more angle ranges are needed to accurately determine

the shape of the curves over the full 0-360 angle range.
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Figure 13: User selection time (top) and user accuracy (bot-

tom) versus jink angle range.

Figure 14 graphs the same data as in Figure 10, but the data is

grouped by the jink interval (the time between target turns). The

non-jink case is shown for reference. For selection time, the target

that turns the most often (jink interval 30 milliseconds) takes the

longest to select, while the time to select targets with higher turn

intervals is similar to the time to select targets that do not turn. For

accuracy, targets that turn less often are harder to hit. However, not

turning at all (no jinks) makes a target harder to hit than frequent

turns (jink interval 30 milliseconds), likely because of the effects

of frequent turns on target speed. As for jink angle, this suggests

there are different jink intervals that make a target the hardest to

hit and take the longest to select, the latter somewhere above 150

milliseconds and the former somewhere less that 75 milliseconds.

The parameters of target jink interval and jink angle provide ad-

ditional information that might explain results by Pavlovych and

Gutwin [27] that showed more complex paths lowered target se-

lection error rates.
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Figure 14: User selection time (top) and user accuracy (bot-

tom) versus delay, data grouped by minimum target jink in-

terval.

The user selection time (elapsed time) and user accuracy (dis-

tance) were each analyzed using a 3-factor ANOVA.6 A summary

of the results are shown in Table 3a and Table 3b, respectively. For

both selection time and accuracy, there were significant main ef-

fects on delay, jink angle and jink interval, and significant interac-

tion effects for delay-angle, and delay-interval. For selection time

only, there was a significant interaction effect for angle-interval.

6Using R, https://www.r-project.org/

https://www.r-project.org/
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Factor F value p

delay 2192.44 < 2e-16

angle 321.63 < 2e-16

interval 219.91 < 2e-16

delay-angle 13.63 0.000223

delay-interval 70.02 < 2e-16

angle-interval 64.17 1.24e-15

(a) User selection time.

Factor F value p

delay 4435.363 <2e-16

angle 264.282 <2e-16

interval 404.660 <2e-16

delay-angle 150.044 <2e-16

delay-interval 89.256 <2e-16

(b) User accuracy.

Table 3: 3-factor ANOVA - delay, jink angle, jink interval.

For neither selection time nor accuracy was the interaction effect

of delay-angle-interval significant.

4.3 Skill

Selecting a rapidly moving target requires hand-eye coordination,

so users that are skilled gamers more likely do better at Juke! – a po-

tentially confounding effect. Users gave a self-rating of PC gamer

skill (1 (low) to 5 (high)) from which we identified users with low

skill (10 with rating 1-2) and high skill (28 with rating 4-5).

Figure 15 depicts the data analyzed by self-reported skill, with

the axes as in Figure 10. For both graphs, there are two trendlines,

one for each skill group. Each point is the mean for all users with

that skill for that delay, shownwith 95% confidence intervals. Over-

all, the decrease in performance as delay increases holds for both

skill groups. With no added delay, there is little difference between

the two skill groups – the 95% confidence intervals do not overlap,

but the differences are only about 10%. For user selection time, as

delay increases, the difference between skill groups stays the same

(about 75 milliseconds). However, for user accuracy, as delay in-

creases, there is a clear separation of the skill trendlines, with the

high skilled users less affected by delays than the low skilled users.

The low skilled users are about 20%-30% less accurate than the high

skilled users in the presence of delays above 50 milliseconds.

4.4 Comparison with Other Studies

As mentioned in Section 2, previous work has examined the ef-

fects of delay on individual game actions, including moving target

selection with a mouse. However, Claypool et al. [11] and Long

and Gutwin [22] explored target selection with constant velocity

targets while Juke! is the first to study force-based movement pa-

rameters for targets.

Figure 16 shows the Juke! user selection time data on the left

graph, the PuckHunt game taken from Figure 5 of [11] (time to

select target) in the middle graph, and the Pong game taken from

Figure 2 of [22] (error rate in missing the target) on the right graph.

All three games show similar trends in that user performance de-

creases with an increase in delay. However, both PuckHunt and
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Figure 15: User selection time (top) and user accuracy (bot-

tom) versus delay, data grouped by self-reported PC gaming

skill.
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Figure 16: Comparison of Juke! with force-based target

movement and PuckHunt and Pong with constant velocity

target movement.

Pong with constant velocity target movement show a somewhat

flat region on the left where performance does not degrade sig-

nificantly for lower delays followed by a marked decrease in per-

formance for delays above 200 milliseconds. This is in contrast to

Juke! that has a steady, near linear, decrease in performance (in-

crease in elapsed time) with an increase in delay over the range of

delays tested.
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Figure 17: User performance versus delay for Juke! measure-

ments and traditional network games.

4.5 Comparison with Traditional Network
Games

To better understand how the Juke!measurements relate to a broader

set of computer games, we follow earlier analysis [9] comparing

the effects of delay on traditional network games. In general, the

impact of delay differs depending upon how a user views the game

world on a screen [10]: first person perspective where the user sees

the game world through the eyes of the avatar, a third person per-

spectivewhere the user follows an avatar in the virtualworld, or an

omnipresent perspective where the user has the ability to view and

interact with different aspects of the game world. To allow for com-

parisons across different games, previous work [10] normalized

and modeled earlier performance results ([3, 8, 13, 25, 26]) from

0 (worst) to 1 (best). We do the same for our user study data, nor-

malizing the user selection time and accuracy (selection distance).

In order to make our data comparable to the previously published

results, the added base delay (50 milliseconds) is subtracted from

our user study data.

Figure 17 depicts the results, summarizing classes of traditional

network games in comparison to the Juke! user study results. The

horizontal gray rectangle represents user tolerance for delay based

on the previous studies. The exact user tolerance for delay depends

on the game and to some extent the user, but gameplay quality

is generally acceptable above the gray area and unacceptable be-

low it. From the graph, the user selection time and accuracy in

Juke! most closely follow the first person avatar perspectivemodel.

This is likely because performance in first person avatar games is

most closely attuned to specific actions by the user (e.g., aiming a

weapon) and so is directly impacted by delay, just as moving the

mouse and clicking the mouse in Juke! is directly impacted by de-

lay.

4.6 Quality of Experience

While user opinion of delay often correlates with performance [33],

subjective measures can help ascertain the quality of the experi-

ence (QoE). For our Juke! user study, once for each jink interval,

angle & delay combination, users were asked to rate the perceived
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Figure 18: Quality of Experience versus delay.

amount of lag (1-low to 5-high) during the previous round (see Fig-

ure 6). These numbers are subtracted from 6 to align with typical

QoE measures.

Figure 18 depicts a graph of the quality of experience versus de-

lay. The x-axis is the total input delay and the y-axis is the reported

lag perception (here, 1-high to 5-low). Each point is the mean rat-

ing for all users for that delay, shown with a 95% confidence inter-

val. From the graph, there is an observable downward trend in QoE

with an increase in delay, indicating users readily perceive added

delays. Even with no added delay (far left), the mean of 4 suggests

users perceive at least some local delay, while even at 300 millisec-

onds of delay (far right), users have not maxed out their perception

of delay. Confidence intervals are small and non-overlapping in all

cases, andmean values decrease about 50% (mean of 4 tomean of 2)

from left (delay 50 milliseconds) to right (delay 300 milliseconds).

5 CONCLUSION

Computer games are increasingly networked, subjecting players

to delays not only from the local system but also from the net-

work and game servers, particularly for cloud-based games. This

means player input, such as using a mouse to align a reticle on an

opponent, is delayed between when the player moves the mouse

until the game renders the change. While past work has shown de-

lay degrades the player experience, details on the effects of delay

onmoving target selection, especially parameterized by target mo-

tion, have not been fully understood. In particular, what is needed

is study of motion common to many games, where targets move

along complicated movement paths, governed by turn frequency

and turn angle with acceleration.

This paper presents the results of a study where users played

a custom game called Juke! that isolated target selection and con-

trolled for delay and target motion parameters – the time between

target turns and the target turn angle range – using force-based

motion. Fifty-six users played over 13,000 rounds of Juke! with the

results analyzed along the independent variables of delay, jink an-

gle and jink time, and with comparisons to previous work.

The analysis shows that both the distance between the mouse

cursor and the moving target and the time it takes the user to se-

lect the moving target increase linearly over the range of delays
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tested (50-300 milliseconds), with user performance decreasing 4-

fold over this delay range. The target jink angle has a lesser effect

on distance (40% difference), with the hardest to hit target jink an-

gle less than 360 degrees, and with the opposite effect on selection

time. The target jink interval also has a lesser effect on distance

(up to 30% difference) and selection time (up to 15% difference),

with the hardest to hit target jink interval above 150 milliseconds.

Skilled users are 20-30% less affected by delay than unskilled users.

Comparing the Juke! results with forced-based physics for tar-

get movement to previous results that use constant-velocity target

movement shows somewhat similar trends in user performance

degradation with increased delay, but a more noticeable degrada-

tion for Juke! at even lowdelays comparedwith the constant-velocity

targets. These trends with delay generally match previous studies

of traditional first person games with delay.

As noted in Section 4, in order to refine understanding of the

effects of target turn angle and frequency, future work could pro-

vide for additional testing of more angles between 90 degrees and

360 degrees, as well as turn intervals greater than 150 milliseconds.

Finding the threshold for tolerable delay for different movement

parameters could also be of interest.

While our study controlled for target turn angle, turn interval

and a maximum target speed, the acceleration force applied was

constant. The magnitude of the force affects the target speed over

time, particularly in the presence of turns. Future work could ex-

plore a range of forces, perhaps coupled with different maximum

speeds.

Since another common game action is steering – navigating an

avatar/vehicle down a virtual path – future work might study nav-

igation in the presence of delay. In particular, such a future study

might apply to a revised steering law [1], a predictive model of

human movement that describes the time required to navigate, or

steer, through a 2-dimensional tunnel.

Last, but not least, the 56 users sampled have an age range typ-

ical of university students. Future work could be to conduct user

studies over a broader age range, perhaps considering additional

demographic breadth as well.
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